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Datavision announces Self service Dashboard module
Datavision delivers new product to quickly create agile, interactive dashboards at booth 1227 at HITEC in Los
Angeles
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Datavision announces an exciting new enhancement to the system – a module which allows key decision
makers to quickly create interactive, intuitive visualizations. This option further enhances reporting options for
operational, marketing, finance and revenue management teams within the property or corporate office.
Collaborate vital KPIs and share critical analysis throughout the company. Integrate department data from
different source systems to achieve total revenue management. The Revenue Manager creates dashboards
with room revenue on the books overlaid with Spa or Golf booking trends for the same period. Discover which
market segments impact bookings for other departments and which do not. Some market segments
dramatically increase the ancillary revenue in the property. To facilitate the total revenue management
process, Finance builds dashboards to share the booking expenses of different booking channels. Finance also
provides feedback on the cost of sales and other expenses relative to the revenue contribution for each
departments throughout the property. The revenue management group has the option to view the General
Ledger data, or the money that the property takes to the bank and not just the revenue that was originally
booked. Share results via email, file servers or on mobile devices.
The Dashboards can be added on to your existing Datavision system. Datavision deploys the data warehouse
and business intelligence toolset on premise or in the cloud.
Some important features:
 Simple drag and drop tools.
 Data source selection combined with easy click of a button.
 Select tools to easily showcase data in UI format: chart, cards, maps, sparklines, gauges, grids, etc.
 Filter data by series, arguments or cross filter data from other sources.
 Once created, dashboards can be personalized as required.
 Built in Data Wizard tool to facilitate the steps to quickly build components.
“Since the beginning, Datavision provided an intuitive self-service BI tool, putting the data in the hands of
people who need to make decisions, leveraging the power of turning information into knowledge,”
commented Sudharshan Chary, President of Datavision. “We welcome the opportunity to help decision

makers throughout the property create mission critical dashboards, even quicker than before with this new
tool set.”
Here is a sneak peek…

Datavision is successfully used at Pebble Beach Company, Biltmore Estate, Kiawah Island Golf Resort, Sea
Island, Hotel Dupont, Ponte Vedra Beach Resorts, The American Club at Kohler, The Pinehurst Resort and other
premier hotels and resorts around the world. In addition, hotel companies such as Mandarin Oriental Hotel
Group, Aramark Parks and Destinations, Irvine Company, Great Wolf Resorts, and Evolution Hospitality use
Datavision to consolidate and analyze data from multiple sites.
Datavision Technologies, the leader in intelligent solutions for the hospitality industry, offers a complete view
of the data. Installations include resorts and hotels in the USA, Canada, China, Hong Kong, Macau, Singapore,
Japan, Malaysia, Australia, Germany, England, Scotland and others.
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